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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

OF OREGON

UW 119
In the Matter of

AGATE WATER COMPANY Request for an
increase in total annual revenues of $202,800
or 45.7%

STAFF’S POST-HEARING BRIEF

INTRODUCTION

While the Public Utility Commission of Oregon Staff (Staff) and Agate Water Company

(Company) have entered into a stipulation resolving all matters in this proceeding, numerous

intervening parties (collectively “Intervenors”) have filed testimony in opposition to the filed

stipulation in this case. In Staff’s direct testimony in support of the stipulation, Staff addressed

many of the Intervenors’ assertions. Due to the wide array of issues raised by the Intervenors,

Staff submitted a trial brief. Staff submits the following post-hearing brief to supplement the

trial brief and clarify issues raised by the Intervenors.

DISCUSSION

1. Staff’s review of the Company’s rate case was thorough and critical. Expense review
was done at the invoice level with thoughtful consideration to the actual needs and
reasonableness of the invoice.

The Intervenor post-hearing briefs assert that Staff did not consider the actual need or

reasonableness of Agate’s operating expenses in performing its analysis. Staff’s direct

testimony, Staff/101, Miller-Dougherty/2, shows Staff’s adjustment amounts and a short

summary of each adjustment. Staff/100, Miller-Dougherty/14-23 discusses certain expenses that

could be clarified with further detail. In addition Staff’s Trial Brief, Issues Nos. 2, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, and 16, also discuss Staff’s review and clarify questions regarding operating expenses raised

in the intervenor testimony.

As testified at the Evidentiary Hearing, Staff compared actual invoices with Company

account summaries, and looked at each invoice individually removing nonutility items and
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making other appropriate adjustments. Staff’s review was not limited to some type of

“inventorying” of invoices. Staff critically examined all invoices to ensure only costs that were

used in utility operations were allowed in rates.

Staff did average the Company’s operating expenses over 3 to 4 years, where appropriate.

The Intervenors claim that Staff varied the average years used in the calculations, “depending on

Staff’s own interpretations.” The average years varied based on the number of years of data

available. It is important to note that Staff performed both a “macro” review (averaging over 3

to 4 years where appropriate) and a “micro” review (examining all invoices for used and

usefulness in utility operations). The two types of review result in a critical and rigorous

examination of expenses.

The Intervenors asked why the income reported is exactly as the Company reported on

the application. The Intervenors do not specify which amount is at issue, so this may be a

misunderstanding. However, in Staff/101, Miller-Dougherty/1, in Column A, Line 1, it shows

the test year income as reported by the Company in the application. That is where the

Company’s test period income of $443,932 is recorded. Staff’s adjustments are found in

Column D.

The Intervenors state that, “. . . it is understood that staff has attempted to resolve issues

of “inconsistencies and missing inform.” As testified to in cross examination during the UW 110

Evidentiary Hearing, Staff has no missing information. Staff requested data from the Company.

When Staff was not satisfied with the results, Staff researched deeper to obtain documentation.

For example, Staff was not satisfied with the data provided by the Company for income (the

same data received by Intervenor Riser). Staff requested additional income information twice

from the Company. The last data provided by the Company satisfied Staff’s concerns. This data

included each monthly report for the total amount of water sold less adjustments. The data detail

included pages of adjustments listing customers’ names, dates, adjusted amounts, and adjustment

codes. Staff went through each Company adjustment to determine what the adjustment was,
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whether it was appropriate and at what numerical level, and if so, was the adjustment a deduction

or an increase to that month’s total water sales. Staff removed miscellaneous fees, such as

returned check fees, trouble calls, over charge corrected amounts (i.e., for estimated winter

months), disconnect visit charges, stopped check charges, service fees, etc., to each monthly

income. Staff also included such adjustments as prorated base rates, final bill for customers

moving, new customer charges, etc., to the month’s total water sales. This was done to

determine an accurate water sales income for each month for the years 2004, 2005, and 2006.

When Intervenor Riser requested documentation for income, all information provided to

Staff by the Company at that time was copied by Staff and mailed to Mr. Riser. When Staff

received further data, it notified Intervenor Riser it had received income adjustment detail.

Intervenor Riser declined copies of the additional information.

The Intervenors state that “they did not scrutinize each expense or expense category, but

rather only highlighted three categories to show gross error on PUC’s proposed results.” The

Intervenors questioned the out-of-town travel in Transportation Expense. Staff deducted the

out-of-town travel expense. The Intervenors questioned Communication Expense for a specific

telephone number, which was the Company’s emergency telephone number and an appropriate

expense. The Intervenors questioned Staff’s Bad Debt Expense, which was explained in detail in

Staff’s Trial Testimony Page 9, Lines 12-17, and is an appropriate expense. The Intervenors

questioned Staff’s Small Tool Expense. Staff’s calculation of Small Tool Expense is discussed

in Staff’s Trial Brief, Page 9, Lines 18-21. Staff used an average of four years instead of three

because the data was available.

The Intervenors allege that Staff’s only concern “seems to be geared toward the benefit of

Agate Water Company,” and PUC made a “gross error” in its proposed results; therefore, all

other categories (expenses) should be revisited as well. Again, Staff thoroughly reviewed all

invoices, receipts, and documentation provided by the Company. Although the average expense

of Small Tools is larger than the 2006 actuals, Staff did not pick and choose which expenses to
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average. Staff averaged expenses appropriately, not based on whether the average would benefit

on party or another.

The Intervenors state that Staff indicated it had removed unauthorized out-of-town fuel

purchases; therefore, a fuel deduction should have been made to Transportation Expense after the

Settlement Conference. The Intervenors allege that no fuel deduction was entered into Staff’s

rate proposal because Staff’s Transportation Expense number has not changed since the

Settlement Conference. The Intervenors are correct in stating that the Transportation Expense

number has not changed. Staff had already made its deductions to Transportation Expense prior

to the Settlement Conference. Staff deducted the out-of-town fuel before finalizing its rate

proposal.

The Intervenors express concern that Agate employees “may be purchasing fuel locally,

and traveling out of Agate water’s service area on personal business.” “It is a gray area that

could easily be subject to abusive practices.” Abusive practices are certainly a concern for all

utilities. That is why Staff removed out-of-town fuel expenses.

Intervenors are correct in saying that Staff made changes to the Settlement Conference

Revenue Requirement after the Settlement Conference and before the Evidentiary Hearing. Staff

corrected a $15 error it came upon in Communications Expense and an $853 adjustment in the

Company’s income. The changes had no effect on the rates. The changes were not connected

with Transportation Expense.

The Intervenors state that Staff indicated that Agate employees receive no health and life

insurance benefits; however, Staff’s Direct Testimony indicates that Agate paid $19,444 in

pension and benefits. In Staff/101, Miller-Dougherty/2, Line 12, shows no adjustment to

Employee Pension and Benefits, continuing an annual expense of $19,464. In Staff/101, Miller-

Dougherty/2, Line 12, on the right hand column it explains that the expense is for Yvonne

Katter. This pension expense was established prior to UW 108. The Company placed the

///
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$19,464 expense in Pensions and Benefits in its application. Staff did not see the necessity of

moving the expense to another category since no other expense category was more appropriate.

Concerning employees and wages, Staff’s testimony demonstrated that the amount of

employees are within the same Full-Time Equivalent range as two other rate-regulated water

utilities (Roats and Crooked River Ranch) of similar size in Central Oregon, that employee

wages are below market rates, and health, life, and retirement benefits are currently not being

offered to employees. As a result, the overall wage expense included in the testimony is

reasonable and justified.

Intervenors are concerned that Staff recommended Agate Water Company apply for a

rate increase in late 2006 (after UW 108). The Intervenors believe this may violate PUC Staff’s

neutral stance regarding rate increase requests and frequency. Actually, Staff recommended the

Company file another rate case between six months and one year from the date of the

Commission’s Final Order No. 05-1087 in UW 108. Staff made this recommendation so Agate

could include in rate base capital improvement plant that was not included in UW 108, as soon as

the plant was used and useful. It was reasonable for the Company to start recovering a return of

and on that plant in order to make its loan payments. Staff has included this plant in UW 119.

2. Staff’s proposed rate design, consisting of a base rate and a two-tier variable rate is
fair and reasonable.

The Intervenors state that Staff’s proposed rate structure does little to promote the sale of

water by the Company. The Intervenors “feel that a nominal base rate supplemented with a

workable usage rate would be a better approach.” The Intervenors recommend a rate design

using Staff’s base rate and a single usage rate of $1.38 per 100 cubic feet (cf).

Unfortunately, using $1.38 single variable rate cannot achieve the stipulated revenue

requirement and keep the same base rate. Staff calculated that a one variable rate, under the

circumstance laid out by the Intervenors, must be $1.43 per 100 cf. In Table 1 below, Staff has

calculated what the impact would be on customers’ monthly bill at different usages with a single
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variable rate of $1.43 per 100 cf. Staff compares the single variable rate design monthly bill to

Staff’s stipulated two-tier rate design monthly bill. Column 1 shows the various consumption

usages, Column 2 shows the monthly bill at the stipulated rate design with a two-tier variable

rate, and Column 3 shows what the monthly bill would be, calculated at a one variable rate of

$1.43 rate design.

Table 1

Consumption
Proposed Rates as

Stipulated
Proposed Rates w/one

tier at $1.43

WITH SDC
0 $26.63 $26.63

1000 $36.64 $40.90
1312 $39.77 $45.35
1500 $41.65 $48.03
2000 $46.66 $55.16

Consumption
Proposed % Increase as

Stipulated
Proposed % Increase at 1-

Tier Rate
3000 $72.22 $69.43
000 $97.79 $83.69

5000 $123.36 $97.96
6000 $148.93 $112.22
8000 $200.06 $140.76

10000 $251.20 $169.29

NO SDC
0 $34.27 $34.27

1000 $44.28 $48.54
1312 $47.41 $52.99
1500 $49.29 $55.67
2000 $54.30 $62.80
3000 $79.86 $77.07
4000 $105.43 $91.33
5000 $131.00 $105.60
6000 $156.57 $119.86
8000 $207.70 $148.40

10000 $258.84 $176.93

///

///
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As can be seen from the above table, the single variable rate of $1.43 per 100 cf would

increase rates considerably for customers whose consumption is average or close to average

consumption. Large quantity users would see a lower rate than that proposed by Staff.

The impact of changing the rate design is illustrated in Table 2. This table shows the

percentage increases or decreases between Staff’s stipulated rate design monthly bill and the

Intervenors’ recommended rate design at a single tier rate monthly bill.

Table 2

Consumption
Proposed % Increase as

Stipulated
Proposed % Increase at

1-Tier Rate

WITH SDC
0 13.08% 13.08%

1000 20.73% 34.75%
1312 22.47% 39.65%
1500 23.40% 42.31%
2000 25.59% 48.48%
3000 32.16% 27.04%
4000 35.54% 16.00%
5000 37.60% 9.27%

Consumption
Proposed % Increase as

Stipulated
Proposed % Increase at

1-Tier Rate
6000 38.99% 4.74%
8000 35.22% -4.86%

10000 33.09% -10.31%

NO SDC
0 9.87% 9.87%

1000 16.56% 27.76%
1312 18.19% 32.10%
1500 19.08% 34.50%
2000 21.22% 40.21%
3000 28.21% 23.72%
4000 32.14% 14.47%
5000 34.65% 8.54%
6000 36.39% 4.42%
8000 33.49% -4.62%

10000 31.80% -9.91%
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As can be seen in the percentage increases or decreases in the customers’ monthly bills,

using a single variable rate of $1.43 per 100 cf, as shown in Table 2, places a larger revenue

burden upon the majority of customers who use average or close to average usage, while

providing the highest users with lower increases and even decreases in their monthly bills. This

is not fair or equitable across customers. Using Staff’s proposed two-tier rate provides more

balance and spreads the increase more equitably across all customers.

3. A 36-month “stay out” provision in not appropriate in the UW 119 rate case.

The Intervenors have requested a 36-month “stay out provision” before any part of

Staff’s stipulation in UW 119 may be placed into effect by the Commission. A “stay out”

provision in UW 119 rate case is not in the Stipulation. In fact, the Intervenors did not stipulate

to any issues at the Settlement Conference. As mentioned several times in Staff’s testimony, the

decision to request a rate increase rests with the Company. (Any party with standing, or Staff

could request the Commission open an investigation on rates.) A company could agree to a

stay-out provision as part of settlement and stipulation, but such a provision can not be mandated

by the Commission, absent Company agreement. Otherwise, a company is allowed to submit a

rate filing at its own discretion.

4. The Company has upgraded its system to provide its customers with more reliable
water service and fire flow.

The Intervenors have stated concern over their property values and fire danger. They

state that the lack of lawns and landscaping in the neighborhood decreases their property values

and increases the fire hazard. The Intervenors claim it is the Company’s fault because water

rates are too high. In the capital construction project, fire flow service was provided to

customers by the Company.

///

///

///
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5. Staff did allow full discovery on all disputed items in this case. Staff responded to
every question or request from the Intervenors. Verification of documentation of
reported income, expenses, plant, etc., is the responsibility of the Staff and the
Intervenors during discovery.

The Intervenors state Staff did not allow full discovery on all disputed items without

making it very inconvenient or expensive for qualified Intervenors to obtain needed information.

Intervenors state that they have been burdened with the task of trying to sort out accurate

information from the inaccurate information provided by the Company.

As testified at the Evidentiary Hearing, Staff sent out data requests and asked the

Company informal clarifying questions. As previously mentioned, when Staff was not satisfied

with the Company’s response, Staff researched deeper.

At the Public Comment Meeting, Staff explained the ratemaking process, the steps

involved, and Intervenor responsibilities in the rate case. It was explained that Intervenors could

ask questions of Staff, or the Company, during the discovery time. All the information Staff

received was available to the Intervenors. Staff encouraged the Intervenors to review Staff’s

documentation and work.

Staff explained the purpose of the Settlement Conference to the six Intervenors attending

the Settlement Conference. Staff had documentation and summary worksheets for income,

consumption, expenses, and plant available for the Intervenors review at the Settlement

Conference. The Intervenors at the Settlement Conference did not bring up specific issues, no

Intervenor appeared to look at Staff’s summaries or documentation, no Intervenor requested any

copies from Staff at that time. It was only after the Settlement Conference during Testimony that

Intervenors raised issues to Staff.

6. Staff’s position is not the Company’s position.

Intervenors claim that Staff only supports the Company’s position. The Company’s

position was stated in its application. Staff’s result of operations analysis is not the Company’s

position. It is Staff’s position, which was agreed to and accepted by the Company even though
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Staff’s analysis resulted in a lower revenue requirement and resulting customer rates than that

requested in the Company’s filing.

The Intervenors have made vague claims of Staff’s “gross errors.” They talk about Agate

contracting out duties, laying off employees, frivolous spending and abuse, and unethical

practices. Yet they have not provided Staff with any report, survey, evidence, or documentation

disproving Staff’s analysis. While the burden of proof remains with the Company, the burden of

persuasion shifts during the proceeding.

7. The Intervenors state in their post-hearing brief that they still have unanswered
concerns about the information used to arrive at the stipulation.

Staff contends that if the Intervenors have unanswered questions, it is not by the fault of

Staff. The adopted Schedule allowed Intervenors the opportunity to make inquiries and review

documentation during the discovery process, during the Settlement Conference, and at the

Evidentiary Hearing. Staff has provided everything requested by the Intervenors in a

professional and timely manner.

///

///

///

///

///

///

///

///

///

///

///

///
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CONCLUSION

The stipulation entered into between Staff and the Company establishes overall just and

reasonable rates. Staff takes this opportunity to file a Post-Hearing Brief in order to further

illuminate the analysis underlying the stipulated rates. In addition, Staff takes this opportunity to

respond to the questions raised in Intervenors’ Post-Hearing Testimony.

For the foregoing reasons, Staff respectfully urges the Commission to adopt the

stipulation in its entirety.

DATED this 15th day of May 2007.

Respectfully submitted,

HARDY MYERS
Attorney General

/s/Jason W. Jones_______________
Jason W. Jones, #00059
Assistant Attorney General
Of Attorneys for Staff of the Public Utility
Commission of Oregon




